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Andrew Wilson:
In the digital era, technology enables everything across Accenture.
The way our people work…. the innovations we create…
and the value we deliver for our clients.
Hello. I’m Andrew Wilson. A year ago, our internal IT organization set forth a bold mission. We
committed ourselves to drive a digital Accenture. As we move to the next phase of this mission, we
have more updates on how we are enabling digital operations within the CIO organization itself, and
across Accenture’s global enterprise.
We have sparked digital creativity and driven productivity in Accenture’s 330,000-plus workforce in a
variety of innovative ways.
Skype for Business is being introduced as the latest enhancement to Accenture’s global multi-function
communications utility. Very soon, virtually all Accenture employees will be upgraded to this powerful
new tool for communications and collaboration.
We are introducing “apps” that give our colleagues modular, task-specific tools to do precisely what
they need, when they need it.
Mobile apps are key to delivering our digital success. Our people are already using these apps to
connect with each other, to expand their careers, and to acquire new skills, and to increase their client
service focus.
We are introducing other new tools for greater employee productivity as well. Consider One Drive, a
cloud-first storage medium that also helps provide easy file transfer, allowing everyone to share huge
files quickly, and securely.
We continue to drive digital selling of Accenture services in many new and innovative ways. A CIO
team was instrumental in redesigning the Accenture.com website, which is our digital front door to the
world.
A bold new graphic grabs visitors’ attention the moment they click on. The site’s “responsive” design
makes it equally effective when viewed from smartphone, tablet or laptop.
With Manage mySales, Accenture’s one-stop shop for sales enablement, we have digitized our sales
process from initial client contact to signed contract. A new and fully digital interface is transforming
new business development, reviews and approvals.
What we call our “NBM” capability is equipping deal teams to shape prospective client solutions more
effectively, while incorporating advanced analytics into senior leadership decision-making.
Last but hardly least, we are leveraging digital technologies to make global broadcasting an everyday
reality across Accenture.
New CIO-sponsored broadcasting capabilities in Chicago and at selected sites worldwide are making
it easier for all our people to make video a tool anyone can use for communication and collaboration.

Digital is redefining the way we work every business day….which is why we pushed to accomplish so
much this past year, and look forward to even greater digital transformation in the year ahead.
We are embarked on an exciting journey as we equip Accenture to be a fully digital business. Thank
you for your interest, and let us know how your digital journey is going.
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